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Abstract  
The work is devoted to the development of mathematical modeling of digital cyclic signals 

with double stochasticity, namely, the construction of their mathematical model in the form 

of a conditional cyclic random process of discrete argument. This model allows to take into 

account stochasticity of digital cyclic signals both in their morphological statistical analysis 

and in statistical analysis of their rhythm. Approaches to morphological and rhythm analysis 

of cyclic signals based on their model are proposed. 
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1. Introduction 

Cyclic processes and phenomena are widespread in various spheres of reality, in particular, they 

take place in economics, biology, medicine, technology. The study of cyclical processes involving 

modern information systems requires the preliminary development of adequate mathematical models 

for them. Many different mathematical models of cyclic processes are known today, including 

harmonic, periodic and almost periodic deterministic functions, periodically correlated and 

periodically distributed random processes, linear periodic random process, almost periodically 

correlated random process, cyclic random process [1-11]. 

All these models of cyclic signals do not allow for simultaneous consideration of double 

stochasticity in their structure, namely, stochasticity in the morphological structure of the signal and 

stochasticity in the rhythmic structure of the signal. Examples of cyclic processes and signals with 

double stochasticity are cardiac signals of electrical, magnetic and mechanical nature, economic 

cyclic processes, the processes of the appearance of spots in the Sun, the processes of cracking of the  

nano coating on the surface of materials. 

2. Related works 

In [12, 13], the development of a mathematical model of a cyclic signal, which has the means of 

considering double stochasticity in its structure, namely, stochasticity in the morphological structure 

of the signal and stochasticity in the rhythmic structure of the signal, was begun. This model is called 

a conditional cyclic random process. Conditional cyclic random process takes into account the 
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cyclicality, stochasticity of the morphological and rhythmic structures of the investigated processes 

(signals). 

3. Overview of the research 

Despite the results obtained in [12, 13], a number of problems remain to be solved, in particular, it 

is necessary to clarify the definition of the class of conditional cyclic random processes and the 

definition of the random function of the rhythm of the conditional cyclic random process, as well as 

clarify the essence of the approach to statistical analysis and analysis the rhythm of cyclic signals 

within their mathematical model in the form of a conditional cyclic random process. It should also be 

noted that there is no definition of a conditional cyclic random process of discrete argument, which 

makes it impossible to develop adequate statistical methods for analyzing digital signals. 

4. Proposed model 

In this paper, we develop (detail) the procedure for constructing a class of conditional cyclic 

random processes, namely, construct a mathematical model of a cyclic signal in the form of a 

conditional cyclic random process of a discrete argument, which would consistently reflect its double 

(morphological and rhythmic) stochasticity and made it possible to perform statistical morphological 

and rhythm analysis in modern digital data processing information systems. 

5. Results & Discussion 

We construct a conditional cyclic random process of a discrete argument (conditional cyclic 

discrete random process). To do this, in accordance with [14], we briefly consider the concept of a 

cyclic random process   RDΩ  mlml tt ,,,   of a discrete argument and introduce the notion 

of a class of isomorphic cyclic random processes of a discrete argument. The time area of definition 

of a discrete cyclic random process is an ordered discrete set of real numbers 









 2,,1,,
___

LLlmtml ZRD  whose elements have the following type of linear ordering: 

2211 lmlm tt  , if  12 mm   or if 12 mm   , and 12 ll  , in other cases 
2211 lmlm tt  ( Z12 ,mm ,

___

12 ,1, Lll  ,   lmlm tt ,1,0 ). This process is defined on same probabilistic space  PFΩ ,, . 

Definition 1. A discrete random process   RDΩ  mlml tt ,,,  , is called a cyclic discrete 

random process, if there is such a discrete function  ntT ml ,  that satisfies the conditions of the rhythm 

function,that finite-dimensional vectors (𝜉(𝜔, 𝑡𝑚1𝑙1
), 𝜉(𝜔, 𝑡𝑚2𝑙2

),…, ),(
klmk

t ) and (

 ),,(
1111

ntTt lmlm  ,  ),,(
2222

ntTt lmlm  ,...,  ),,( ntTt
kkkk lmlm  ), Zn , for all integers Nk

, are stochastically equivalent in the broad sense. 

For a discrete cyclic random process, the family of its distribution functions satisfies the following 

equations: 

𝐹𝑘𝜉
(𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑘 , 𝑡𝑚1𝑙1

, … , 𝑡𝑚𝑘𝑙𝑘
) = 𝐹𝑘𝜉

(𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑘 , 𝑡𝑚1𝑙1
+ 𝑇(𝑡𝑚1𝑙1

, 𝑛), … , 𝑡𝑚𝑘𝑙𝑘
+ +𝑇(𝑡𝑚𝑘𝑙𝑘

, 𝑛)) =

𝐹𝑘𝜉
(𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑘 , 𝑦(𝑡𝑚1𝑙1

, 𝑛), … , 𝑦(𝑡𝑚𝑘𝑙𝑘
, 𝑛)) , 𝑥1, … , 𝑥𝑘 ∈ 𝑅, 𝑡𝑚1𝑙1

, … , 𝑡𝑚𝑘𝑙𝑘
∈ 𝐷, 𝑛 ∈ 𝑍, 𝑘 ∈ 𝑁.                                                          

(1) 
We give the definition of isomorphism with respect to the order and values of cyclic random 

processes of a discrete argument. Let us have cyclic random processes   DΩ  mltt ,,,1   with 

rhythm function  ntT ml ,1  and   DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2  with rhythm function  ntT ml ,2  . Areas of 



definition 
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LLlmtml ZRD these random 

processes in the general case are different ( DD  ). 

Definition 2. A cyclic random process   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1   with a rhythm function  ntT ml ,1  

and a cyclic random process   DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2   with a rhythm function  ntT ml ,2

 , will be 

called isomorphic in order and values, or we say that there is an isomorphism in order and values 

between these cyclic random processes, if the following properties occur: 

1. Isomorphism with respect to the order between domains for determining cyclic random 

processes (isomorphism between ordered numerical sets  D  and D ), namely: 

1.a) there is a bijection between D  and D  (denoted by: DD  ), that is, to any Dmlt , 

corresponds to only one D
mlt  ( mlml tt  ), and to any D

mlt  is responsible only one Dmlt  (

mlml tt  ), and for any different D
2211

, lmlm tt  their images D
2211

, lmlm tt are different, and vice 

versa (the corresponding elements Dmlt  and D
mlt , and we shall call them bijective related and 

denote it as follows: mlml tt  ); 

1.b) the type of linear ordering of sets D  and D  is preserved, that is D
2211

, lmlm tt , 

D
2211

, lmlm tt  that 
1111 lmlm tt  , 

2222 lmlm tt  and  there is an order relation 
1122 lmlm tt  , if 

1122 lmlm tt  , 

and vice versa. 

2. Isomorphism with respect to the order of cyclic random processes   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1  and 

  DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2  , namely: 

2.a) there is a bijection between random processes   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1  and 

  DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2   (denoted by:    mlml tt  ,, 21  ), that is, any pair   mlml tt ,, 1   from 

a random process   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1  , only one pair   mlml tt  ,, 2  (

     mlmlmlml tttt  ,,,, 21  ) corresponds to a random process   DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2  , and to 

any pair   mlml tt  ,, 2   from a random process   DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2  , only one pair 

  mlml tt ,, 1    (      mlmlmlml tttt ,,,, 12   ) corresponds to a random process 

  DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1  , and for any of them different  D
2211

, lmlm tt  their images D
2211

, lmlm tt  

are different, and vice versa (corresponding pairs   mlml tt ,, 1   and   mlml tt  ,, 2   we will call them 

bijective related and denote it as:      mlmlmlml tttt  ,,,, 21  ); 

2.b) cyclic random processes   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1   and   DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2  are ordered 

by their domains of definition, and the ordinal types of random processes coincide with the ordinal 

types of their domains of definition D  and D . That is, the set of pairs    Dmlmlml ttt ,,, 1   that 

form (represent) a cyclic random process   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1   is orderly by parameter mlt  and 

has the same order type with a numerical set D , since there is always a bijective mapping of the 

domain of definition D  to the random process   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1   itself, namely the element 

Dmlt  is matched by only one pair   mlml tt ,, 1  , and vice versa , and for two different 

D
2211

, lmlm tt  matching them pairs   
1111

,, 1 lmlm tt   and   
2222

,, 1 lmlm tt   also different. The same is 

true for a random process   DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2  , that is, a linear order from the domain of 

definition D  is induced into the random process   DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2   itself; 

2. c) there is the same type of ordering of cyclic random processes   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1   and 

  DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2  , namely: for any different pairs   

1111
,, 1 lmlm tt    and   

2222
,, 1 lmlm tt   

being in the bijective related with pairs   
1111

,, 2 lmlm tt    and   
2222

,, 2 lmlm tt    (

     
11111111

,,,, 21 lmlmlmlm tttt   ,      
22222222

,,,, 21 lmlmlmlm tttt   ), the relations of order 



     
11112222

,,,, 22 lmlmlmlm tttt    and      
11112222

,,,, 11 lmlmlmlm tttt    occur, if 
1122 lmlm tt  and 

1122 lmlm tt   (
1111 lmlm tt  , 

2222 lmlm tt  ); 

3. Equality of values of cyclic random processes   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1   and 

  DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2   takes place, when their respective arguments Dmlt  and D

mlt  being in 

the bijective related ( mlml tt  ), namely, taking into account the property of cyclicity of these random 

processes, the following equations hold: 

       1,,,, 2211  ntTtntTt mlmlmlml P , 

    .,,,,, 11 ZDD  nttntTtntTt mlmlmlmlmlml                                  (2) 

For isomorphic with respect to the order and values of cyclic random processes 

  DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1   and   DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2   the equality of their ( k -dimensional) 

distribution functions ),...,,,...,(
111

1 kk lmlmkk ttxxF


 and ),...,,,...,(
112

1 kk lmlmkk ttxxF 


holds, and when the 

corresponding sets of their arguments  ntTt ii ,1  and   Z nkintTt ii ,,1,,
___

2
 being in the 

bijective related, namely, the following relations exist: 

    
    ,,,...,,,,...,

,,...,,,,...,

221

111

11112

11111

ntTtntTtxxF

ntTtntTtxxF

kkkk

kkkk

lmlmlmlmkk

lmlmlmlmkk








 

    .,,,1,,,,,,
___

21 ZNDDR  nkkintTtntTtttx
iiiiiiiiiiii lmlmlmlmlmlmi                  (3) 

Suppose we have a class Θ  of all possible cyclic random processes of a discrete argument given 

on a probabilistic space  PFΩ ,,  and on one of the sets of a class SetOf_D  of all possible sets of 

type 








 2,,1,,
___

LLlmtml ZRD . On the set (class) Θ  we define an equivalence relation

2
Θ , namely, a binary relation     mlml tt ,,, 21  , where    mlml tt ,,, 21   are arbitrary 

discrete cyclic random processes with Θ . The equivalence relation 2
Θ  can be defined in 

different ways, in particular, by postulating isomorphism with respect to the order and values between 

cyclic random processes with Θ . 

Defining equivalence relation 2
Θ  in a class Θ  generates a breakdown   ΒΘDΘ   ,  a 

class Θ  into isomorphic subclasses in order and values of cyclic random processes of the discrete 

argument, that is, for the elements of partition  ΒΘDΘ   , , the following ratios occur: 

ΘΘ
Β







 , Θ , 
21  ΘΘ , 21   , Β21, .                          (4) 

We select one arbitrary element from the partition  ΒΘDΘ   ,  namely, some class of 

equivalence (isomorphism) ΘDΘ  of cyclic random processes of a discrete argument. This class 

includes isomorphic discrete cyclic random processes, which are different in order and values, 

differing only in their rhythm functions, and the transition from one process to another can be ensured 

by the action of the corresponding scale transformation operator. Namely, two arbitrary cyclic random 

processes   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1   and   DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2 

 
with Θ  connected through direct 

 
12yG  and inverted  

21yG  scale conversion operators, namely: 

     DDΩG 
mlmlmlyml tttt ,,,,, 12 12

 ,                                    (5) 

     DDΩG  mlmlmlyml tttt ,,,,, 21 21
 .                                 (6) 

According to [3], the action of scale conversion operators  
12yG  and  

21yG  on cyclic random 

processes   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1   and   DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2   is fully defined (given) by its scale 

conversion functions   Dmlml tty ,12  and   D
mlml tty ,21  which are increasing functions, as 

follows: 



       DDΩ 
mlmlmlmlml ttttyt ,,,,,, 11222  .                                (7) 

       DDΩ  mlmlmlmlml ttttyt ,,,,,, 22111  .                            (8) 

According to work [3], between the functions of rhythm  ntT ml ,1  and  ntT ml ,2
  cyclic random 

processes   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1   and   DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2  of the equivalence classes Θ  that 

are linked through scale conversion operators  
12yG   and  

21yG   have the following dependencies: 

        ZD  nttyntTtyntyT mlmlmlmlml ,,,, 12112122                               (9) 

        ZD  nttyntTtyntyT mlmlmlmlml ,,,, 21221211                              (10)  

Statistical analysis of any two cyclic random processes   DΩ  mlml tt ,,,1   and 

  DΩ 
mlml tt ,,,2   of the equivalence class ΘDΘ   by their two multi-cycle realizations 

 mlt


1  and  mlt


2  should give approximate results, namely, similar statistical estimates of the 

probabilistic characteristics of the cyclic signals. 

For the formal identification of a concrete discrete cyclic random process, the class Θ  submit as 

a set labeled with a parameter   isomorphic in order and values of cyclic random processes 

  ΛDΩΘ   


 ,,,,
mlml

tt  given on the same probabilistic space  PFΩ ,, . 

The parameter   gains values from some set Λ ( Λ ), whose power is equal to the power of 

the class Θ . Any, elements with Θ  differ only in the discrete area of their definition, and as a 

consequence, their discrete functions of rhythm. Actually the definition area 
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ZRD


  of any discrete cyclic random process 

  


  DΩ 
mlml

tt ,,,  with Θ uniquely identifies (distinguishes, marks) it among other random 

processes from Θ . Also, the area of definition 
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ml

ZRD


  of a particular 

 -process   


  DΩ 
mlml

tt ,,,  from Θ  completely determines its rhythm function  ntT
ml

,
 , 

namely: 

  


 DZ 
 mlmllnmml

tLLlnmttntT ,2,,1,,,,
___

,
                              (11) 

Thus, the set SetOf_D  of all possible domains for determining isomorphic in order and values of 

cyclic random processes of a discrete argument from a class Θ  can also be represented as a 

parametric set, namely: 

  

















 ΛZRΛDSetOf_D  
 ,2,,1,,,

___

LLlmt
ml

                        (12) 

In view of the above considerations, there is a bijection between the equivalence class 

  ΛDΩΘ   


 ,,,,
mlml

tt , the set of domains of definition SetOf_D , and the set of 

rhythm functions   ΛZRSetOf_T  
 ,,,, ntntT

ml
 isomorphic in order and values of discrete 

cyclic random processes with Θ , namely, SetOf_TSetOf_DΘ  . With such ambiguous 

mappings between classes of functions, the bijective related elements, there will be those elements of 

sets Θ , SetOf_D  and SetOf_T  which have the same parameter  , namely: 

   ntTt
mlml

,, 



   D . 

The above mathematical objects formally take into account the fact that the model of a cyclic 

signal, for example, an electrocardiogram signal is a cyclic random process, and also reflect the 

experimental fact that the estimates of the functions of a rhythm of an electrocardio signal on its 

different realizations are significantly different, however, the statistical characteristics of the signal on 



its various realizations are approximate. However, such a mathematical description is necessary to 

supplement the new probabilistic space, which will make it possible to describe the rhythm of the 

electrocardio signal as a random function of rhythm within the framework of the theory of random 

processes. Such a description will eliminate the existing contradiction between the descriptions of 

rhythm and morphological structure in existing models of cyclic signals and processes. 

To do this, consider a stochastic experiment that is described by some probabilistic space 

(Ω′, F′, P′)  that is stochastically independent of  PFΩ ,, . We introduce a random object λ(ω′) =

λ, ω′ ∈ Ω′, λ ∈ Λ as a measuring function with definition area Ω and value range Λ . In this case, ω′- 

implementation of a random object λ(ω′) is a parameter   that determines the corresponding cyclic 

random process   


  DΩ 
mlml

tt ,,, with the definition area D  and the rhythm function 

 ntT
ml

,
 . 

That is, you can enter the following three random objects that are given in the probabilistic 

space (Ω′, F′, P′) , namely: conditional cyclic random process of a discrete argument 

        DΩΩ mlml tt ,,,, ; the random discrete domain of its definition 

   








 2,,1,,
___

LLlmtml ZRD   , given on a probabilistic space (Ω′, F′, P′) and taking 

values from the set SetOf_D , and the random function of the rhythm   ntT ml , , is a conditional 

cyclic random process of a discrete argument    
mlt,  that takes its values (deterministic 

functions of the rhythm) from the set SetOf_T . 

We give a definition to these three probabilistic objects. First, we define the conditional cyclic 

random process of a discrete argument. 

Definition 3. A random object         
 DΩΩΘ mlml tt ,,,,  that is given on 

stochastically independent probabilistic spaces  PFΩ ,,  and (Ω′, F′, P′)  is called a conditional cyclic 

random process of a discrete argument if, for each  , its corresponding  -realization 

  


  


  DΩ mlml tt ,,,  belongs to a class Θ  isomorphic in order and values of cyclic random 

processes of the discrete argument. 

Definition 4. A random function      ZRΩ  ntntT mlml ,,,,   given on a probabilistic 

space (Ω′, F′, P′)  is called a random rhythm function of a conditional cyclic random process of a 

discrete argument, if for each  , corresponding to its  -realization   


 


 Dmlml tntT ,,  belongs to 

the class SetOf_T , each element of which satisfies the conditions of the rhythm function, namely: 1) 

a group of conditions: 1.a)   0, 


 ntT ml


  if 0n  (   


 1,
 mltT ); 1.b)   0, 


 ntT ml


 , if 0n ; 1.c) 

  0, 


 ntT ml


 , if 0n , RD  




mlt ; 2) for any 





D

11lmt  and 




D

22lmt  for which 
 


2211 lmlm tt , 

for function  ntT ml ,





 , strict inequality is fulfilled     Z





 ntntTtntT lmlmlmlm ,,,
22221111





 ; 3) 

the function  ntT ml ,





  is the smallest modulo (    ntTntT mlml ,, 
 


 

 ) of all such functions 

  Γ





,, ntT ml , which satisfy the conditions 1 and 2 above. 

Definition 5. A random object    
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LLlmtml ZRD  given on a probabilistic 

space (Ω′, F′, P′) is called a random domain for determining a conditional cyclic random process of a 

discrete argument if, for each  , its corresponding  -realization 
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  is a discrete subset of real numbers whose elements satisfy the 

following conditions: 
 


2211 lmlm tt  if 12 mm  , or if 12 mm  , and 12 ll  , in other cases 

 


2211 lmlm tt  (

Z12 ,mm , 
___

12 ,1, Lll  , 




mllm tt 1,0 ). 



Conditional cyclical random process          DΩΩ mlml tt ,,,,  of a discrete 

argument allows simultaneous consideration of both stochasticity of the signals taken into account in 

their statistical morphological analysis and stochasticity of the rhythmic structure of the investigated 

signal taken into account in the rhythm analysis. 

Morphological statistical analysis is reduced to the statistical analysis of any of its  -realization 

  


  


  DΩ mlml tt ,,,  as a cyclic random process with a determined rhythm function 

  


 


 Dmlml tntT ,,  in accordance with known methods of statistic processing of cyclic random 

processes [1-4]. In particular, such an analysis is reduced to a statistical evaluation of the stationary 

and stationary-related random processes  








 


___

,1,,,,, Llmtt mlmll ZDΩ 
   embedded in a 

cyclic random process L . Each such random stationary process is given on a discrete set 

 constlmtml
l 




,, ZRD




 that is embedded in D  and describes (models) the l -th phase of 

the investigated electrocardio signal. The values of a stationary discrete stationary random process 

  constlmtt mlmll  


,,,,, ZDΩ 
   are defined as follows: 

    constlmttt l
mlmlmll 







,,,,,, ZDΩ






                             (13) 

Heart rhythm analysis is reduced to a statistical analysis of elements of the random domain of 

determining    








 2,,1,,
___

LLlmtml ZRD  a conditional cyclic random process of a 

discrete argument          DΩΩ mlml tt ,,,, , or to a statistical analysis of its 

random rhythm function      ZRΩ  ntntT mlml ,,,,  . The random rhythm function 

  ntT ml ,  is completely determined by the elements of the random area  D  according to the 

formula: 

           
 DZ lmlmlnmml tLlnmttntT ,

___

,, ,,1,,,,                           (14) 

In particular, when 1n , the rhythm function   1,mltT  is calculated as follows: 

           
 DZ lmlmlmml tLlmtttT ,

___

,,1 ,,1,,1, .                         (15) 

If in the heart rhythm analysis we take the random function of the rhythm   1,mltT  of a 

conditional cyclic random process    
mlt, , keeping a clear relation to the heart cycle phase and 

cardiac cycle number, then we present the mathematical model of the rhythmocardio signal as a 

vector of random sequences: 









 ZΩV mLlmTm lL ,,1,),,(),(
____

 ,                                   (16) 

where each l -th component of the vector is a random sequence ),( mTl  , whose value is equal to 

the value of a random rhythm function   1,mltT  at times  mlt  from a discrete set 

    constlmtmll  ,, ZRD   that is embedded in  D  and describes the time distances 

between the same type l -th phases of the investigated electrocardio signal in its two adjacent cycles, 

namely: 

      

   .,,1,

,1,),(

,

___

,,1







 

DZ lm

lmlmmll

tLlm

tttTmT

                                        (17) 

6. Conclusions 

The procedure of mathematical model of cyclic digital signals in the form of conditional cyclic 

random process of discrete argument is developed in the work. The class of isomorphic in order and 



values of cyclic random processes of a discrete argument is given. This model allows to take into 

account stochasticity of cyclic signals both in their morphological statistical analysis and in statistical 

analysis of their rhythm. The definition of a random rhythm function of a conditional cyclic random 

process of a discrete argument is given.  

The developed model eliminates the logical contradiction between the known probabilistic 

mathematical models of digital cyclic signals and their rhythm models and underpins the development 

of new highly informative methods of statistical anaysis of cyclic signals. Based on the new 

mathematical model in future research, it is necessary to clarify the probabilistic structure of cyclic 

signals with double stochaticity, which will allow the use of new diagnostic features in computer 

diagnostic systems. 
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